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Abstract

Simple expressions are derived describing the equilibrium concentration gradient of each species in a solution
containing an arbitrary number of solute species at arbitrary concentration, as a function of the concentration of all
species. Quantitative relationships between the species gradients and experimentally observable signal gradients are
presented. The expressions are model-free and take into account both attractive and repulsive interactions between all
species. In order to analyze data obtained from strongly nonideal solutions, a statistical thermodynamic model for
repulsive solute–solute interactions is required. The relations obtained are utilized to analyze the dependence of the
equilibrium gradient of ribonuclease A in phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4, upon total protein concentration.
Experimental results are interpreted in the context of a model for weak self-association leading to the formation of
significant amounts of oligomers at total protein concentrations exceeding 25 gyl.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The technique of sedimentation equilibrium has
been extensively applied to detect and quantitate
the strength of strong macromolecular self- and
hetero-associations that are present in dilute solu-
tion w1,2x. Biological fluid media, on the other
hand, are generally characterized by a high total
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concentration of macromolecules(up to several
hundred grams per liter), cumulatively occupying
a substantial fraction(0.1–0.4) of the total volume
of the mediumw3,4x. In such media, referred to as
‘crowded’, the volume excluded by one macro-
molecule to another is expected to have a substan-
tial and biologically significant effect on the rates
and equilibria of biological reactions, including
protein assembly processes, involving dilute as
well as concentrated macromolecular speciesw4–
7x. It has been suggested that weak macromolec-
ular associations not detectable in dilute solutions
might be structurally and functionally important in
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highly crowded biological environmentsw4,8x.
These considerations motivate attempts to extend
the analytical power of sedimentation equilibrium
to detect and quantitate macromolecular associa-
tions in concentrated or crowded solutions, which
are thermodynamically highly nonideal.

Prior extensions of the theory of sedimentation
equilibrium that take thermodynamic nonideality
into account in an explicit and thermodynamically
valid fashion fall into two categories. The first
category is based upon expansion of the thermo-
dynamic activity coefficient of each solute species
as a power series in the concentrations of all solute
species, and the development of inverse expansions
of the concentration of each solute species as a
function of the activities of all speciesw9–11x.
Treatments in this category become mathematically
and computationally intractable with increasing
solute concentration and number of solute species
due to the difficulty(or impossibility) of deriving
and evaluating higher order terms in the expan-
sions. The second category is based upon the use
of approximate equations of state of hard particle
fluids to evaluate thermodynamic activity coeffi-
cients w12–14x. These models are expected to
provide a useful and reasonably accurate estimate
of the composition-dependent activity coefficients
of macromolecules in solutions containing one or
more macrosolute species under conditions such
that long range electrostatic interactions between
macrosolutes are largely damped outw4,15,16x. For
simple systems containing only a single concen-
trated solute species in a buffer of moderate ionic
strength, an extended theory of this type was found
to be mathematically and calculationally tractable
over the entire range of experimentally accessible
macrosolute concentrations(up to 200 gyl), and
has been used to characterize quantitatively the
state of association of dilute fibrinogen, tubulin
and FtsZ in concentrated solutions of unrelated
macrosolutesw14,17x.

In the present work, we extend the treatments
of Chatelier and Mintonw12,13x and Rivas et al.
w14x to the general case of an arbitrary number of
interacting solute species at arbitrary concentra-
tion. The relations obtained are used to analyze
the results of new sedimentation equilibrium
experiments carried out on solutions of ribonucle-

ase A(RNase) at concentrations of up to 200 gy
l, and to reanalyze previously published results of
sedimentation equilibrium experiments carried out
on solutions of bovine serum albumin(BSA),
aldolase and ovalbumin at concentrations up to
200 gyl w18x.

2. Thermodynamic relations governing sedi-
mentation equilibrium

The concentration gradient at sedimentation
equilibrium of a single speciesi in a solution
containing multiple solute species may be
described exactly by the following relationw14x:

B E≠ ln giU U UC FM sM y w M (1)i,app i j j,app8
D G≠wjj

wherew , g , M * and M *, respectively, denotei i i i,app

the weightyvolume concentration, thermodynamic
activity coefficient, buoyant molar mass and appar-
ent buoyant molar mass of solute speciesi. The
buoyant molar massM * is an experimentallyi

measurable quantity, defined thermodynamically
as the product of the actual molar mass times the
specific density increment of solute speciesi,
measured at constant chemical potential of all
solvent speciesw19x:

B EdrU C FM sM (2)i i
D Gdwi m

where r is the solution density expressed in the
same units as wyv concentration. Theapparent
buoyant molar mass of solute speciesi is a measure
of the concentration gradient of that species at
sedimentation equilibrium:

2RT ≠ ln wiUM s . (3)i,app 2 2v ≠r

In a solution containingn solute species, the
condition of sedimentation equilibrium is fully
specified by a set ofn equations, each of which is
obtained by rearranging Eq.(1):
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w zB E B E≠ ln g ≠ ln g1 1U UC F C F1qw M qw Mx |1 1,app 2 2,app
D G D G≠w ≠wy ~1 2

B E≠ ln g1 U UC Fq∆qw M sMn n,app 1
D G≠wn

w zB E B E≠ ln g ≠ ln g2 2U UC F C Fw M q 1qw Mx |1 1,app 2 2,app
D G D G≠w ≠wy ~1 2

B E≠ ln g2 U UC Fq∆qw M sMn n,app 2
D G≠wn

∆∆

∆∆

∆∆

B E B E≠ ln g ≠ ln gn nU UC F C Fw M qw M q1 1,app 2 2,app
D G D G≠w ≠w1 2

. (4)

w zB E≠ ln g1 U UC F∆q 1qw M sMx |n n,app n
D G≠wy ~1

Given the values ofw , ≠ ln g y≠w and M *, Eq.i i j i

(4) form a set ofn linear equations inn unknowns,
the M *, which may be rewritten in matrixi,app

notation:

U UAM sM . (5)app
¯

In Eq. (5), denotes a square matrix of dimensionA
¯

n=n, with elements given by

B E≠ ln giC FA sd qw (6)ij ij j
D G≠wj

where i is the row index,j the column index and
d is the Kronecker delta, equal to 1 whenisjij

and 0 otherwise. and denote columnU UM Mapp

vectors with M* (i)sMi,* and M*(i)sM *,app app i

respectively. Since the wyv concentrationw isi

proportional tor , the number density of moleculesi

of speciesi,

NAy3r cm s w (gyl) (7)Ž .i i1000Mi

Eq. (6) may be rewritten

B E≠ ln giC FA sd qr . (8)ij ij j
D G≠rj

The solution to Eq.(5) is then given simply by

U Uy1M sA M (9)app
¯

where denotes the matrix inverse of .y1A A
¯ ¯

Sedimentation equilibrium is experimentally
characterized by measuring the equilibrium gradi-
ent of at least onesignal S, which is a composition-
dependent property of the solution, such as
absorbance at a particular wavelength or refractive
index. There may be many such signals(e.g. the
absorbance at each of several wavelengths).
Assuming that the contribution of each solute
species to each signal is proportional to the con-
centration of that species(an assumption that can
and should be checked by the experimenter), the
kth signal is then given by

S (r)s a w (r) (10)k k,j j8
j

where a denotes a constant of proportionalityk,j

(such as an extinction coefficient) between the
wyv concentration of speciesj and the contribution
of speciesj to thekth signal. We may then define
a signal-average buoyant molar mass for each
signal w20x as a simple transformation of the
experimentally measured gradient of that signal:

2RT d ln S (r)kUM ' . (11)k 2 2v dr
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Combination of Eqs.(3) and(11) yields

Ua wMk,j j j,app8
jUM s . (12)k

a wk,j j8
j

Given the concentration of each solute species
(w ), the buoyant mass of each species(M *), thej i

contribution of each species to the measured signal
(a ) and a quantitative measure of interactionsk,i

between all species(≠ ln g y≠w ), Eqs. (9) andi j

(12) permit simple calculation of the gradient of
signal at sedimentation equilibrium. The values of
a and M * may be independently measured ork,j i

estimated as described in Ref.w20x. Calculation of
the values of the interaction terms will be
described below.

We next consider some commonly encountered
special cases resulting in simplification of the
general relations given above.

2.1. Special case 1: multiple solute species, ther-
modynamically ideal

When all macrosolutes are sufficiently dilute,
they behave independently, and≠ ln g y≠wi j

approaches 0 for alli andj. Under these conditions
matrix reduces to the identity matrix, andA

¯
. It then follows from Eq.(13) that inU UM sMapp

a solution containing a single solute component,
the signal average buoyant molar massM * reduc-k

es to the weight-average buoyant mass

UwMj j8
jUM ' (13)w

wj8
j

for any signalk, in agreement with the standard
textbook result(see, for example, Ref.w21x).

2.2. Special case 2: one solute component, ther-
modynamically nonideal

In a solution containing only a single solute
component(A), all solute species(A , A ,«)1 2

present in addition to monomeric A will be formed
by self-association. If the amplitude of thekth
signal per unit weightyvolume concentration of
the solute component is independent of its state of
association(an assumption that can and should be
tested experimentally), then all solute species have
the same value ofa , and Eq.(12) simplifies tok,j

UwMj j,app8
jU UM s sM (14)k w,app

wj8
j

whereM * denotes the weight-average apparentw,app

buoyant molar mass, independent of the particular
signal used to quantify the equilibrium gradient.

2.3. Special case 3: one solute species, thermody-
namically nonideal

In this special case, Eqs.(9) and (12) reduce
to the textbook resultw21x

UMU UM sM s . (15)k,app app B Ed ln g
C F1qw
D Gdw

2.4. Special case 4: two solute species, thermody-
namically nonideal

Eq. (4) reduce to expressions originally pre-
sented by Chatelier and Mintonw13x

w zB E≠ ln g1 UC F1qw Mx |1 1,app
D G≠wy ~1

B E≠ ln g1 UC Fqw M sM (16)2 2,app 1
D G≠w2

B E≠ ln g2 UC Fw M1 1,app
D G≠w1

w zB E≠ ln g2 U UC Fq 1qw M sM . (17)x |2 2,app 2
D G≠wy ~2

If, in addition, species 1 is dilute, Eq.(16) further
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simplifies to

B E≠ ln g1U U C FM sM qw M (18)1 1,app 2 2,app
D G≠w2

which is the relation previously utilized by Rivas
et al. w14x to analyze data obtained from the
measurement of tracer sedimentation equilibrium
in highly nonideal solutions.

2.5. Special case 5: multiple solute species, small
deviations from thermodynamic ideality

The thermodynamic activity coefficient of each
solute species may be expressed as a power series
of the concentrations of all solute species

ln g s B wq B w w q« (19)i ij j ijk j k8 88
j j k

where successive terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (19) represent contributions from two-body,
three-body and higher order interactions to the
chemical potential of speciesi. The interaction(or
virial) coefficientsB , B ,« are functions of theij ijk

effective potential of interaction between two,
three and higher numbers of solute molecules in
solution w22x. If it is assumed that deviations from
ideality are sufficiently small such that contribution
from higher order terms are negligible, then Eq.
(6) reduces to

A fd qB w . (20)ij ij ij j

Since two-body interaction coefficients are sym-
metric (B sB ), there aren(nq1)y2 independentij ji

coefficients of two-body interaction betweenn
solute species. In the absence of a statistical-
thermodynamic model for solute–solute interac-
tion, theB may be treated as floating parametersij

in the context of an overall model for the analysis
of data. However, if the overall model contains
more than two non-dilute solute species(three
two-body interaction coefficients) such a proce-
dure becomes numerically hazardous.

3. General model for self-association and noni-
deal repulsive interaction in a solution contain-
ing a single solute component

Relations presented to this point have been
developed from thermodynamic arguments and are
therefore model-free. The total intermolecular
interaction between solute species in solution may
in an entirely general fashion be partitioned into
attractive interactions, leading to the reversible
formation of complexes treated as distinct species
and repulsive interactions, contributing to increases
in the chemical potential of each speciesw23x.
Both types of interactions may occur together due
to the superposition of different mechanisms of
interaction(e.g. electrostatic attraction and steric
repulsion). Analysis of sedimentation equilibrium
data thus involves two types of model:(1) a model
specifying possible states of association and the
energetics governing equilibria between them, and
(2) a model for repulsive interactions between
solute species. A variety of models of both types
have been described elsewherew14,17,24x. Below
we present a general model, incorporating both
association and repulsive interaction, for calcula-
tion of solution composition and signal average
buoyant molar mass in a solution containing one
solute component, and an algorithm for simulta-
neously calculating the composition of solute spe-
cies and signal-average buoyant molar mass of the
solute as a function of its total concentration. An
instance of this model was used to analyze the
data describing sedimentation equilibrium in ribo-
nuclease solutions presented subsequently.

Consider a solution containing macrosolute P,
which may exist as monomer in equilibrium with
dimer, trimer, etc. We define the thermodynamic1

association constants fori)1:

a g wi i ioK (T, P)' s (21)i iia g wŽ .1 1 1

In the interest of notational simplicity we have neglected1

the possible presence of alternate conformers having identical
stoichiometry(i.e. species 2a, 2b, etc.). Extension to include
such conformers is straightforward, but of secondary interest,
as they would ordinarily not be discriminated by sedimentation
equilibrium.
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where a denotes the thermodynamic activity,gi i

the activity coefficient andw the weightyvolumei

concentration ofi-mer. The ratio of wyv concen-
trations is given by the apparent equilibrium
constant

iw gi 1oK' sK (22)i iiw g1 i

and the conservation of mass expressed by

iw s ws Kw . (23)tot i i 18 8
i i

We also specify a functional dependence of the
activity coefficients of each species upon the wyv
concentration of all species:

{ }ln g sf ( w ). (24)i i

Partial derivatives of thef are used to evaluatei

(≠ ln g y≠w ):i j

{ }≠ ln g ≠f ( w )i i{ }sf9 ( w )s . (25)ij
≠w ≠wi j

Due to the partition of interactions outlined above,
the functions f incorporate only repulsive inter-i

actions, leading to values of lng 00 (g 01) andi i

≠ ln g y≠w 00. Functions of this type are reviewedi j

and discussed in some detail in Ref.w24x. For
purposes of calculating repulsive interactions
between globular macrosolutes, each solute species
may be represented as an equivalent convex hard
particle (sphere, rod, etc.) of size and shape
resembling that of the actual molecule at low
resolution. In the present work, all species are
represented as equivalent hard spheres, so the size
of each species is completely specified by the
spherical radiusr . Activity coefficients were cal-i

culated using the scaled particle theory of hard
sphere fluid mixturesw25x.

The calculation of solution composition and
signal average buoyant molar mass requires values
of the following quantities as input information:
the total wyv concentration of solute(w ), thetot

thermodynamic equilibrium constants(K ), theo
i

size of the equivalent hard particle representing
each species(in the case of an equivalent sphere
model, the hard sphere radiusr ), and the buoyanti

molar mass of each species(M *) Since thei .

apparent equilibrium constantsK depend in prin-i

ciple upon the solution composition, and since the
solution composition depends in principle upon
the values of theK , the values of both arei

calculated simultaneously via the following itera-
tive procedure. The values ofg , K andw utilizedi i i

in the jth iterative step are denoted byg , Kj j( ) ( )
i i

andw , respectively.j( )
i

1. The values ofw for which solution compo-tot

sitions are to be calculated are ordered from
lowest to highest.

2. For the first iteration( js0) only: if the par-
ticular value of w for which the currenttot

calculation is being carried out is the first
(lowest) value on the list, thenK is set equal0( )

i

to K for all i. If a previous calculation haso
i

been carried out for a lower value ofw , thentot

the K are set equal to the final values of the0( )
i

respective, K obtained in the previousi

calculation.
3. Setjsjq1.
4. SetK sK , and solve the conservation ofjy1( )

i i

mass Eq.(23), either analytically or numeri-
cally, to obtain the value ofw .j( )

1

5. Setw sw and evaluate Eq.(22) to obtainj( )
1 1

the values of allw .j( )
i

6. Set w sw and evaluate Eq.(24) to obtainj( )
i i

the values ofK .j( )
i

7. Set g sg and evaluate Eq.(22) to obtainj( )
i i

the values ofK .j( )
i

8. Steps 3–7 are repeated iteratively, until the
absolute value ofw yw is less than somej jy1( ) ( )

i i

criterion of convergence, selected here to be
0.001w , for all species. The final values oftot

K , g andw so obtained simultaneously satisfyi i i

Eqs.(22)–(24).
9. The values of≠ ln g y≠w are calculated usingi j

the final values ofw together with Eq.(25).i

10. The elements of array are calculated usingA
¯

Eq. (6).
11. The values ofM * are calculated using Eq.i,app

(9).
12. The value ofM * is calculated using Eq.(13).k
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4. Experimental materials and methods

Five times crystallized bovine pancreatic ribo-
nuclease A was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich(cat.
R-4875) and used without further purification. The
protein was equilibrated by extensive dialysis in
phosphate-buffered saline(0.05 M sodium phos-
phate, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4).

At low (-2 gyl) protein concentrations the
sedimentation equilibrium experiments were car-
ried in a Optima XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge
(Beckman-Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) equipped
with a UV–VIS scanner, using double-sector 12-
mm Epon centerpieces. Ribonuclease samples(70
ml) in phosphate–saline buffer were centrifuged
until sedimentation equilibrium at three different
speeds(15 000, 18 000 and 23 000 rpm) and 20
8C. The absorbance sedimentation gradients were
measured at 275–290 nm. Baseline corrections
were determined afterwards by high-speed(50 000
rpm) centrifugation. The apparent weight-average
buoyant molar masses were calculated with the
programs XLAEQ or EQASSOC(Beckman-Coul-
ter Inc.; see also Ref.w26x), and converted to
molar mass using 0.703 cmyg as the partial3

specific volume of ribonucleasew27x.
At high ()2 gyl) protein concentrations 70ml

samples were centrifuged at 208C to sedimentation
equilibrium (4–7 days) at a rotor velocity of
20 000 rpm in a Optima XL ultracentrifuge(Beck-
man-Coulter) using small polycarbonate tubes and
a SW-41 swinging bucket rotor as described earlier
w28x. In order to get the corresponding protein
gradients, immediately after the conclusion of the
centrifugation the contents of each tube were
fractionated with a BRANDEL FR-115 centrifuge
tube microfractionator(BRANDEL Corp., Gaith-
ersburg, MD) as described earlierw28x, and the
relative protein concentration in each fraction was
determined from the absorbance at 280 nm follow-
ing dilution of the fractions in buffer to a final
absorbance between 0.2 and 1.0 OD unit. High-
speed depletion experiments established that no
baseline corrections are necessary for this assay.
Experiments for each set of experimental condi-
tions were performed in quadruplicate. The corre-
sponding apparent weight-average molar masses
were determined by fitting the integrated form of

Eq. (11) to the experimental dataw20x:

U 2w z
N MM vapp

2 2x |S(r)sS r exp r yr (26)Ž . Ž .o o2RTy ~

whereS(r) is the signal(in this case, absorbance)
proportional to the wyv concentration of ribonu-
clease,r is an arbitrarily selected reference posi-o

tion, and NM* M is the cell-average apparentapp

weight-average buoyant molar mass of ribo-
nuclease.

5. Results

Typical equilibrium gradients of ribonuclease
over a broad range of protein concentrations are
plotted in Fig. 1, as the linearized transforms of
the experimental gradients. The respective calcu-
lated best fits of Eq.(11) to calculate the signal-
average buoyant molar masses(M* ) are alsoRNase

plotted in Fig. 1. The combined results are plotted
in Fig. 2 as the dependence ofM* uponRNase,app

ribonuclease concentration. A non-monotonic var-
iation of the slope of the plot is evident, immedi-
ately suggesting a combination of self-association
and nonideal behavior(cf. Ref. w18x).

We have found that it is possible to fit the data
to within experimental uncertainty by a particular
case of the general one-component model present-
ed above, in which the protein monomer is
assumed to exist in equilibrium with a single
oligomeric species designatedn-mer, wherens2,
3 or 4. The data may also be fitted by a monomer–
dimer–tetramer model. The best-fit parameters
obtained for each model are presented in Table 1,
and the dependence ofM* on w cal-RNase,app RNase

culated using each set of best-fit parameters is
plotted together with the data in Fig. 2. Although
the monomer–dimer model fits the data, we reject
it as physically unrealistic because the best-fit
value of r yr is less than 1. The weight fractions2 1

of each solute species, calculated for the mono-
mer–trimer, monomer–dimer–tetramer and mon-
omer–tetramer models using the respective best-fit
parameter values given in Table 1, are plotted as
functions of total RNase concentration in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Representative concentration gradients of ribonuclease at sedimentation equilibrium, measured as described in the text, plotted
together with the corresponding best fit of Eq.(11). Open circles: loading concentration 1 gyl, best-fit M* s3800. ClosedRNase,app

circles: loading concentration 25 gyl, best-fit M* s3200. Triangles: loading concentration 200 gyl, best-fitM* s2300.RNase,app RNase,app
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Fig. 2. Dependence ofM* upon protein concentration.RNase

Symbols represent the mean and error bars represent"2
S.E.M. of 4–6 replicate determinations. Smooth curves are
best-fits of monomer–trimer(solid), monomer–dimer–tetra-
mer (long dash) and monomer–tetramer(short dash) models.

Table 1
Best-fit parameters of models for self-association of RNase in nonideal solution

Association scheme log K (lyg)o ny1
n r (A)1

˚ r yrn 1 WSSRa

Monomer–dimer y2.2 25.6 0.83b 0.25
Monomer–trimer y4.4 19.3 1.31 0.67

Monomer–dimer–tetramer y2.6 (ns2), 18.5 1.26(ns2, constrained) 2.84
y6.6 (ns4) 1.58 (ns4, constrained)

Monomer–tetramer y6.7 15.3 1.90 3.17

Weighted sum of squared residuals.a

Value unacceptably small on physical grounds.b

6. Discussion

In the present study we have extended theoreti-
cal results previously obtainedw13,17x and applied
experimental techniques previously developedw28x
to characterize the state of association of ribonu-
clease A at concentrations of up to 200 gyl.

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments have
been carried out on a number of other concentrated
protein solutions. Both normal and sickle hemo-
globin have been studied at concentrations up to
370 gyl under a wide variety of conditionsw17,29–
33x. All of the results are consistent with a simple

picture of hemoglobin as an effective hard sphere
of molecular size that does not self-associate sig-
nificantly at any concentration below its solubility
limit w32,34x. Myoglobin does not appear to self-2

associate significantly at concentrations under 250
gyl but there is qualitative evidence for very weak
self-association at higher concentrationsw33x.
Analysis of sedimentation equilibrium of defatted
monomeric BSA indicates that it does not detect-
ably self-associate in solutions of moderate ionic
strength at concentrations up to 200 gyl (unpubli-
shed data of D.B. Millar cited in Ref.w15x, see
also Refs.w17,18x). In contrast, aldolase and oval-
bumin, like RNase, were found to exhibit weak
but significant self-association at concentrations
exceeding 50 gyl in solutions of moderate ionic
strengthw18x.

Muramatsu and Mintonw18x employed a sem-
iempirical method suggested by Chatelier and Min-
ton w12x to analyze the concentration dependence
of the apparent weight-average molar mass of
BSA, aldolase and ovalbumin at concentrations up
to 200 gyl. We have reanalyzed these data using
the ‘exact’ general method developed here. The
results obtained are presented in Table 2, along
with equilibrium constants obtained from the ear-
lier approximate analysis. The best-fit association
schemes and estimates of association constants are
in excellent agreement with those obtained earlier,
and the calculated best-fit dependence ofM* w,app

upon w for all three proteins is essentially iden-tot

tical to that plotted in Muramatsu and Mintonw18x.

Under the conditions of the cited experiments, only the2

solubility limit of deoxygenated sickle hemoglobin was suffi-
ciently low to be attained experimentally.
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Fig. 3. Weight fractions of ribonuclease species, calculated as a function of total protein concentration for the monomer–trimer
(panel A), monomer–dimer–tetramer(panel B) and monomer–tetramer models(panel C), using the best fit parameter values given
in Table 1.

Table 2
Best-fit parameters derived from current analysis and original approximate analysis of the data of Muramatsu and Minton(1989)

Protein Association scheme Original analysisw18x Current analysis

log K (lyg) #o n 1
n log K (lyg)o ny1

n r (A)1
˚ r yrn 1

BSA No self-association n.a. n.a. 30.4 n.a.
Aldolase Monomer–dimer y2.1 y2.2 32.2 1.45
Aldolase Monomer–trimera y3.9 y4.1 27.4 2.65
Ovalbumin Monomer–trimer y3.05 y3.05 29.7 1.29

Although the monomer–trimer model is acceptable on grounds of goodness of fit, the best-fit radius of the effective hard spherea

representing trimer corresponds to a volume approximately 20-fold greater than that of the particle representing monomer. Although
this apparent increase in exclusion volume may reflect, in part, a significantly nonspherical conformation of trimerw24x, the mon-
omer–dimer model appears to provide a more realistic description of the association of aldolase. This difference between the two
models was not evident in the earlier analysis.

This close agreement attests to the validity of the
semiempirical approximations suggested earlier by
Chatelier and Mintonw12x.

The data presented here may be accommodated
to within experimental precision by a simple model
for monomer in equilibrium with a trimer, a
tetramer or a dimer and tetramer mixture, coupled
with repulsion between species represented by
effective hard spheres. It is emphasized that the
self-association detected in the present experiments
is extremely weak(e.g. K is of the order of 20–2

50yM), and the association products are probably
entirely unrelated to the RNase dimers that have
been reported to be formed by domain swapping

under considerably different experimental condi-
tions w35,36x.

The present data do not allow us to select a
unique model for self-association, although the
monomer–dimer–tetramer model seems most
appealing on the grounds that the relative sizes of
effective hard spheres representing the three spe-
cies correspond exactly to volume(mass) ratios
of 1:2:4. The actual situation may be more com-
plex, involving significant nonideal interaction
over and above steric repulsion. Further progress
in elucidating these factors will require a signifi-
cantly more precise experimental determination of
the dependence ofM* upon w . This in turnw,app tot
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requires both more precise evaluation ofM* w,app

at each total concentration ofw , as well as moretot

gradients acquired over smaller intervals of total
concentration. In spite of the limited precision of
the present experimental results, these data, togeth-
er with our analysis, clearly and unambiguously
establish the presence and importance of both weak
self-association and thermodynamic nonideality in
defining the composition and the sedimentation
equilibrium of solutions of ribonuclease A in
concentrated solution.
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